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DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION

American voted Clinton? No, I cannot
Clinton nomination: accord at eve
Control, damn it, conceive a nation
American continent: cold ovation
Election condition: vacant manor
Clinton contortion: evade maniac
Clinton nomination: vacate credo
Clinton: condemnation to avarice
Concentrate, Clinton: avoid Naomi
Clinton vocation: erotica and men
Clinton: meditate, cocoon, Nirvana
Clinton contention: avoid camera
Vatican, Clinton: "Doom an erection"
Clinton renovation not academic
Clinton: "No demon erotica, Vatican"
Clinton to American covenant: "I do"

Item: advance Clinton coronation
Clinton: "Act on American devotion"
Conceal at contrived nomination
Vietnam, tornado, cocaine - Clinton
Dominator can't control violence
Advice: name a Clinton contortion
Concentration on vital comedian
Clinton deactivation: no romance
Clinton cannot move eradication
Donate more: Clinton vaccination
Clinton evocation: maniac
Clinton motivation? Ocean dancer
Clinton contention: avoid camera
Vatican: Clinton: "Doom an erection"
Clinton renovation not academic
Clinton: "No demon erotica, Vatican"
Clinton to American covenant: "I do"

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION

Puritanical ban on innocent love
Can learn potato noun? Invincible!
Unconventional noble patrician
An inconvenient clan, a Politburo
Plain notion: binuclear covenant
Announce bill veto; nation in crap
Uncap cannon; violent liberation
Clinton evaporation; ennui blanc
Burn no inane political covenant
Obtain an epic: Clinton lover a nun
Conventional lunatic brain? Nope!
Continual probation can enliven
Innocent love-rub; national panic
Politician cannot leave unborn
Clinton: inborn native cantaloupe
Clinton evolution? Banana prince
Vote Abe Lincoln, panic-run nation
Cancellation: vent urban opinion
Cannot innovate upon brilliance
Convenient coalition: urban plan?
Revolution: innocent, banal panic
Abortion invention: unclean clap
Convince national tribunal? Nope!

Continual privation can ennoble
Cannot balance virulent opinion
Clinton convention: plebian aura
Innocence until naval probation
Pollution ban: inane contrivance
Announce vibrant, on-line Capitol
A craven taunt: penicillin no boon
Ballet, union, nirvana, conception
Violence burnt on, national panic
Uncap ban: colonial intervention
Concentrate on unlivable pain
Valiant concubine, on-line patron
Violent cannibal, piano nocturne
Blunt an inane conviction, parole
Avert Clinton; unbalance opinion
Opt via alliance: innocent unborn
Clinton plan above renunciation
A volatile panic: innocent unborn
Iran ballot: an inconvenient coup
Invent, uncap Abe Lincoln oration
Capitol ban on nuclear invention
Anticipation: convene all unborn
Convenient, colonial puritan ban
Inulnerable to panic, non-action

THE END